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The formal power series
t
2n nX  /n
nG0
 .is transcendental over Q X when t is an integer G 2. This is due to Stanley for t
even, and independently to Flajolet and to Woodcock and Sharif for the general
case. While Stanley and Flajolet used analytic methods and studied the asymptotics
of the coefficients of this series, Woodcock and Sharif gave a purely algebraic
proof. Their basic idea is to reduce this series modulo prime numbers p, and to use
the p-Lucas property: if n s n pi is the base p expansion of the integer n, theni
2ni2n ' mod p. /n n /i
 .The series reduced modulo p is then proved algebraic over F X , the field ofp
rational functions over the Galois field F , but its degree is not a bounded functionp
of p. We generalize this method to characterize all formal power series that have
the p-Lucas property for ``many'' prime numbers p, and that are furthermore
 .algebraic over Q X . Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
` 2n t nw x  .  .In 1980 R. P. Stanley 21 noted that the series F X s  X ist ns0 n
 .transcendental over C X for t any even integer ) 1, and he asked
 .  .whether the series F X is transcendental over C X for any integert
t ) 1. The transcendence for all integer values of t ) 1 was proved by
w xFlajolet 8, p. 294 who studied the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients,
w xand by Woodcock and Sharif 24 . The argument of Woodcock and Sharif,
 .  .for proving the transcendence of the series F X over K X , where K ist
 .a commutative field of characteristic zero, consists in reducing the series
 .modulo prime numbers: if the series F X were algebraic of degree di
 .over, say, Q X , then its reduction modulo any prime number p would be
 .algebraic of degree d over F X , the field of rational functions withp p
coefficients in the Galois field F , and d F d. It then suffices to exhibit ap p
 .sequence of prime numbers p for which F X mod p is algebraic oft
 .degree d over F X , such that d is not bounded. Woodcock and Sharifp p p
also indicate their method works for proving the transcendence of the
` kn t n . multinomial series  X , where t G 1 and k G 3. Note thatns0 n , n , . . . , n
w x .the case k s 3, t s 1 is addressed in 8 .
 .  . Let us be more precise. The series F X satisfies F X s 1 y1 1
.y1r24 X , when considered as a series with, say, rational coefficients.
 . 2 .Hence 1 y 4 X F X y 1 s 0: since F has integer coefficients, this1 1
 .  .proves that F X mod p is algebraic over F X for any prime number p.1 p
 .  .This implies that the series F X mod p is algebraic over F X , sincet p
this is the Hadamard product of algebraic series over a field of positive
 w x.characteristic see 9, 6, 20, 13, 1 . To compute its degree, Woodcock and
w xSharif note, using Lucas' theorem 18 , that
y1 .py1 r2 t
2 ipy1 iF X ' X mod p. . t  /i /is0
Their last step is to prove there exists d such that all irreducible factorsp
of the polynomial
y1 .py1 r2 t
2 ipy1 i w xT y X g F X T . p /i /is0
have degree G d , and that d is not bounded.p p
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 .  .In what follows we replace the series F X by the series G X st
`  . n   .. u n X , where u n is a sequence of rational numbers that hasns0 nG 0
 w x.the p-Lucas property see 19 for ``many'' prime numbers p. We say that
  .. Nthe sequence u n g Q has the p-Lucas property if the denomina-nG 0
tors of the u 's are not divisible by p, and ifn
w x;n G 0, ; i , j g 0, p y 1 , u pn q j ' u n u j mod p. .  .  .
 .If the coefficients of the formal power series G X have the p-Lucas
 .  .property for all large primes p, there are two easy cases where G X is
 .  .  .algebraic over Q X : one is the case where G X s F X ; the other1
 .corresponds to u n being the value of Legendre polynomials at some
point. These cases are essentially the only cases of algebraicity: we prove
  ..that, if the sequence u n has the p-Lucas property for all large primes p,nG 0
 . `  . nthen the series G X s  u n X is transcendental if and only if thens0
n 2n  ..   ..sequence u n is neither equal to the sequence a for somenG 0 nG 0n
 n  ..  .a g Q, nor to the sequence g P l , where P X is the sequence ofn nG 0 n
Legendre polynomials, for some g and l, where g 2 g Q and gl g Q.
Actually we prove more: Let s be an e¨en integer G 2. A formal power
 .series F X with coefficients in Q has the p-Lucas property for all large primes
 .p ' 1 mod s and is algebraic o¨er Q X if and only if there exists a
 .  .  .  .y1r spolynomial P X g Q X of degree F s such that F X s P X . Of
course the restriction s even is not really a loss of generality: if an odd
prime number is congruent to 1 modulo 2b q 1, it is necessarily congruent
 .to 1 modulo 2 2b q 1 .
Note that transcendence results for power series are useful in different
domains. Roughly speaking, a formal power series is algebraic if the object
it represents has a strong underlying structure:
v w xIn number theory, see, among many examples, 5 , where the first
step toward proving the transcendence of the Thue]Morse real number is
to prove that a power series is transcendental.
v w xIn group theory, see, for example, the survey 12 on growth func-
tions of finitely generated groups.
v In theoretical computer science, the Chomsky]Schutzenberger the-È
w xorem 4 asserts that the generating series of a nonambiguous context-free
 .language is algebraic o¨er Q X . For more information about generating
w xseries of languages, the reader can read 15 , for example, and for a
 .systematic survey of analytic methods for proving the transcendence of
w xgenerating series, the reader is referred to 8 .
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2. SEQUENCES AND POWER SERIES WITH
LUCAS' PROPERTY
w xA well-known result of Lucas 18 asserts that, if p is a prime number
and if 0 F i, j F p y 1, then, for all m, n G 0,
pm q i im' mod p. /  /n j /pn q j
w xMcIntosh 19 proposed the following definition. A function u: N ª Z is
 .said to have the Lucas property if u 0 s 1, and, for every prime p, every i
w x  .  .  .in 0, p y 1 , and every n G 0, the equality u pn q i ' u n u i mod p
holds. Of course this definition is equivalent to saying that, for n having
k base-p expansion n s n p where 0 F n F p y 1 and only a finitek k
.  .  .number of n 's are nonzero we have u n ' u n mod p. An analo-k k
 . w xgous definition double Lucas property is given in 19 for a function
2  .u: N ª Z with the extra condition that u n, k s 0 for n - k. We give
here the following definition.
  ..DEFINITION. Let p be a prime number. A sequence u s u n gnG 0
QN is said to have the p-Lucas property if the denominators of the u 'sn
are not divisible by p, and if
w x; i g 0, p y 1 , ;n G 0, u pn q i ' u n u i mod p. .  .  .
Remarks 1. ] Note that a sequence with the p-Lucas property satis-
 .  .  .fies u 0 ' 0 mod p or u 0 ' 1 mod p. Furthermore, if u 0 ' 0 mod p,
 . w x   ..then u j ' 0 mod p for all j g 0, p y 1 , hence, the sequence u n nG 0
is zero modulo p.
] In what follows we will consider sequences that are p-Lucas for
infinitely many primes. What precedes implies that such a sequence either
 .  .satisfies u n s 0 for all n G 0, or u 0 s 1.
3. CONDITION OF ALGEBRAICITY FOR LUCAS'
FORMAL POWER SERIES.
THE MAIN THEOREM
w xInspired by the method of 24 , with slight modifications, we give in this
section a necessary and sufficient condition for a formal power series with
rational coefficients to both have the p-Lucas property for ``many'' primes
 .  w xp and to be algebraic over Q X . Note that 20, Theorem 6.1 implies that
 .a formal power series with rational coefficients is algebraic over Q X if
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 .and only if it is algebraic over K X , where K is any commutative field of
.characteristic zero. We start with three useful lemmas: the first one is a
w x w xgeneralization of a lemma of 24 ; the second one is given in 24 for
integer coefficients.
LEMMA 1. Let s be a gi¨ en e¨en integer G 2. Let a be a large integer.
Then there exist infinitely many prime numbers p such that
v p ' 1 mod s,
v any di¨ isor of p y 1 either di¨ ides s or is larger than a.
Proof. Let s s  k pa i be the decomposition of s into primes, withis1 i
p s 2 - p - ??? - p . It suffices to prove the lemma for a prime1 2 k
) max p . Define v s  p. Note that v is odd. Thej p prime, pF a, p¦ s
solutions of the system of congruences
x ' pa j q 1 mod pa jq1 , j s 1, 2, . . . , k ,j j
x ' 2 mod v ,
k a q1jare the numbers x ' c modv p , for some c g Z, since v andjs1 j
k a q1 k a q1j j p are coprime. Furthermore c and v p are coprime,js1 j js1 j
a a q1j jsince p q 1 and p are coprime, and v is odd. Hence, by Dirichlet'sj
theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions, there exist infinitely many
primes p satisfying
p ' pa j q 1 mod pa jq1 , j s 1, 2, . . . , k ,j j
p ' 2 mod v .
For such a prime, we have p ' 1 mod s, and
p y 1 ' pa j mod pa jq1 , j s 1, 2, . . . , k ,j j
p y 1 ' 1 mod v .
 .Now let d N p y 1 . The prime factors of d cannot divide v. Those that
 4belong to p , . . . , p occur in d with an exponent at most equal to the1 k
one they have in s. Any other prime divisor of d is ) a. Hence, either
d N s or d ) a.
 w x.  . ` nLEMMA 2 See 24 . Let H X s  h X be a formal power seriesns0 n
 .  .with rational coefficients. If H X is algebraic of degree d o¨er Q X , then,
for any prime number p that does not di¨ ide any of the denominators of the
 . `  . ncoefficients of H X , the formal power series  h mod p X is algebraicns0 n
 .o¨er F X , and its degree is F d.p
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The proof is straightforward: it consists in projecting modulo p the
 .minimal polynomial of H X .
 . nLEMMA 3. Let G X s  b X be a formal power series with coeffi-n) 0 n
 .  . py1  .cients in the finite field F . If G 0 s 1 and G X s 1, then G X s 1.p
 . py1  . p  .Proof. Since G X s 1, we have G X y G X s 0. Now, in the
 .field K s F X , as in any commutative field of characteristic p, thep
psolutions of Z y Z s 0 are Z s 0, 1, . . . , p y 1.
We are now ready for our main theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let s be an integer G 2. Define s9 s s if s is e¨en, and
 . ` ns9 s 2 s if s is odd. Let F X s  a X be a nonzero formal power seriesns0 n
with coefficients in Q. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i The sequence a has the p-Lucas property, for all large p 'n nG 0
 .  .1 mod s, and the formal power series F X is algebraic o¨er Q X .
 .ii There exists a polynomial P with coefficients in Q, of degree F s9,
 .  .   ..y1r s9with P 0 s 1, such that F X s P X .
 .If s is odd, and if the number s9 is replaced by s in statement ii , we still
 .  .ha¨e ii implies i , but the con¨erse is not necessarily true.
Proof. We first suppose that s is even, hence s9 s s. Suppose that the
 . n  .formal power series F X s  a X is algebraic over Q X , and thatnG 0 n
its coefficients have the p-Lucas property for all large primes p congruent
to 1 modulo s. For such a p we have
py1` `
n pnqjF X s a X s a X .   n pnqj
ns0 js0 ns0
py1 `
pn j' a a X X mod p  n j
js0 ns0
py1 `
j pn' a X a X mod p j n
js0 ns0
ppy1 `
j n' a X a X mod p j n / /js0 ns0
py1
j p' a X F X mod p. . j /js0
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 .Hence F X satisfies
y1py1
py1 jF X ' a X mod p. .  j /js0
py1 .  .  .Since F X belongs to F X , and since F X contains a primitivep p
 .  =.p y 1 th root of unity any generator of the cyclic group F , we knowp
 w x.  .see, for example, 16, p. 207 that the minimal polynomial of F X over
 . d p d p < . d pF X is of the form T y F , where d p y 1 . In particular Fp p
 .belongs to Q X . If the degree d were not a divisor of s, this would implyp
 .from Lemma 1 the inequality d ) a. Taking a to be the degree of F Xp
 .over Q X , and using Lemma 2, we would obtain a contradiction. Hence,
  . .  .the degree d of F X mod p over F X divides s. Hence,p p
  . s .  .  . s  .  .F X mod p belongs to F X . Let F X ' U X rV X mod pp p p
 . w xwhere U and V are polynomials depending on p in Z X such thatp p
 .  .U mod p and V mod p are coprime. Then, since p ' 1 mod s,p p
py1
py1j1 a X ' F X . j /js0
 .  .py1 rs py1 rss
' F X ' U X rV X mod p. .  .  . .  .p p
This implies
py1
j  py1.r s  py1.r sa X U X ' V X mod p. .  . j p p /js0
 .  .Since U mod p and V mod p are coprime, we have thatp p
  . py1.r s .U X mod p is a constant c . This impliesp p
py1
 .py1 rsjc a X ' V X mod p. .p j p /js0
  . .Hence, the degree of V X mod p is at most s, and we havep
cp  .py1 rs' V X mod p. .ppy1F X .
Taking X s 0 proves that
 .  .  .py1 py1 rs py1 rs py1 rspy1c ' F 0 V 0 ' a V 0 ' V 0 mod p. .  .  .  .p p 0 p p
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 .  .  .Hence, by defining W X s V X rV 0 , we havep p p
1  .py1 rs' W X mod p , .ppy1F X .
  . .where the degree of W X mod p is at most s. But this congruencep
implies
py1s
F X W X ' 1 mod p. .  . /p
This implies, using Lemma 3, the congruence
s
F X W X ' 1 mod p , .  .p
i.e.,
1
' W X mod p. .s pF X .
 . sThe formal power series 1rF X , reduced modulo p, is a polynomial of
degree bounded by s, for infinitely many primes p. Hence, this formal
 .power series is a polynomial P of degree at most s in Q X . Hence
 .  .y1r s  .F X s P X . Of course P 0 s 1 since a s 1.0
The case where s is odd is addressed by noting that an odd prime
number congruent to 1 modulo s, with s odd, is also congruent to 1
modulo 2 s.
 .  .Suppose conversely that there exists a polynomial P X in Q X , of
 .  .degree less than or equal to s s is not necessarily even , with P 0 s 1,
 .  .y1r s  .such that F X s P X . The formal power series F X is clearly
 .algebraic over Q X . To prove that its coefficients have the p-Lucas
property for all large primes p ' 1 mod s, we mimic a proof that can be
w xfound, for example, in 2 for the generating function of Legendre's
polynomials. Let p be a prime number such that p s 1 q ls. We take p
 .large enough so that none of the coefficients of the polynomial P X has
 . py1  .ls  .ylits denominator divisible by p. Then F X s F X s P X .
Hence
p
F X . p lF X s s F X P X . .  .  .py1F X .
 .lNow the degree of the polynomial P X is at most ls s p y 1. Hence,
 .l py1 j  . ` nwriting P X s  c X , and F X s  a X , we havejs0 j ns0 n
py1` `
n pn ja X ' a X c X mod p.  n n j
ns0 ns0 js0
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w xWe easily deduce that, for each j g 0, p y 1 , and all n G 0,
a ' a c mod p.pnqj n j
 .Taking n s 0 proves that c s a , since a s P 0 s 1. Hence, the se-j j 0
 .quence a has the p-Lucas property.n nG 0
To finish the proof, let us prove our last assertion, by giving for each odd
 .s an example of a sequence a that has the p-Lucas property for alln nG 0
 .large primes p ' 1 mod s, but such that the formal power series F X s
n  .  .y1r sa X , though algebraic, is not of the form F X s P X for somen
2n .  .polynomial P X of degree at most s. Namely, let a s . Hencen n
 . n  .y1r2  .F X s a X s 1 y 4 X . We know that the sequence a hasn n nG 0
the p-Lucas property for all primes p, hence, for all primes p ' 1 mod s,
 .where s is any odd integer G 2. We claim that F X cannot be equal to
 .y1r s  .y1r2  .y1r sP X , where P is any polynomial: if 1 y 4 X s P X , then
 .2  . s  .  .P X s 1 y 4 X . Decomposing P X into factors of degree 1 in C X
yields the desired contradiction.
When the number s is equal to 2, our Theorem 1 above can be made
more precise.
 .THEOREM 2. Let a be a nonzero sequence of rational numbers.n nG 0
Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i The sequence a has the p-Lucas property for all large primesn nG 0
` n  .p, and the series  a X is algebraic o¨er Q X .ns0 n
 . w xii There exists a polynomial in Q X , of degree at most 2, with
 . n  .y1r2P 0 s 1, such that  a X s P X .nG 0 n
 .  .iii The sequence a satisfies a s 1 and the recursionn nG 0 0
;n G 1, n q 1 a y a 2n q 1 a q 3a2 y 2 a na s 0. .  .  .nq1 1 n 1 2 ny1
 .  . iv The sequence a satisfies the equalities with the usual con-n nG 0
0 .¨ention 0 s 1
? @nr21 ¨¨ 2n y 2¨n 2 ny2¨;n G 0, a s y1 3a y 2 a a . .  .n 1 2 1n  /  /¨ n y 2¨2 ¨s0
 .  .v The sequence a satisfiesn nG 0
] either
na12n;n G 0, a s ;n  /  /n 2
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this is equi¨ alent to saying that
`
y1r2na X s 1 y 2 a X ; . n 1
ns0
] or
;n G 0, a s g nP a rg , .n n 1
2 2  .where g s 3a y 2 a , and P X is the nth Legendre polynomial; this is1 2 n
equi¨ alent to saying that
`
y1r2n 2 2a X s 1 y 2 a X q 3a y 2 a X . . . n 1 1 2
ns0
 .  .Proof. The equivalence between i and ii is Theorem 1 above for
 .  .  .s s 2. Let us prove the equivalence between ii and iii . If F X s
n  .y1r2  . a X s P X , where P X is a polynomial of degree at most 2,nG 0 n
 .  . 2satisfying P 0 s 1, let P X s 1 q AX q BX . We clearly have a s 1,0
and
F9 X A q 2 BX .
s y .2F X 2 1 q AX q BX .  .
Hence
y2 1 q AX q BX 2 na X ny1 s A q 2 BX a X n . .  . n n
nG1 nG0
This gives A s y2 a , B s 3a2 y 2 a , and1 1 2
;n G 1, y2 n q 1 a y a A 2n q 1 y 2 Bna s 0, .  .nq1 n ny1
i.e.,
;n G 1, n q 1 a y a 2n q 1 a q 3a2 y 2 a na s 0. .  .  .nq1 1 n 1 2 ny1
 .If conversely the sequence a satisfies a s 1 and, ;n G 1,n nG 0 0
n q 1 a y a 2n q 1 a q 3a2 y 2 a na s 0, .  .  .nq1 1 n 1 2 ny1
then the above computation proves that
y1r22 2F X s 1 y 2 a X q 3a y 2 a X . .  . .1 1 2
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 .  .  .Let us prove that iii implies v . Suppose that the sequence an nG 0
satisfies a s 1, and0
;n G 1, n q 1 a y a 2n q 1 a q 3a2 y 2 a na s 0. .  .  .nq1 1 n 1 2 ny1
v
2If 3a y 2 a s 0, then we have a s 1, and1 2 0
2n q 1
;n G 1, a s a a ,nq1 1 nn q 1
which easily implies
na12n;n G 0, a s .n  /  /n 2
 .  .y1r2This is exactly saying that F X s 1 y 2 a X .1
v
2 2 .If 3a y 2 a / 0, let g be a complex number such that g s1 2
2  . yn  .3a y 2 a . Define the sequence b by b s a g . Then b1 2 n nG 0 n n n nG 0
satisfies b s 1, and0
;n G 1, n q 1 b y b 2n q 1 b q nb s 0. .  .nq1 1 n ny1
  ..But, denoting by P X the sequence of Legendre polynomials, wen nG 0
 w x.  .  .have see, for example, 17, p. 46 P X s 1, P X s X, and0 1
;n G 1, n q 1 P X y X 2n q 1 P X q nP X s 0. .  .  .  .  .nq1 n ny1
 .Hence, our sequence b satisfiesn nG 0
;n G 0, b s P b . .n n 1
 .Hence, the sequence a satisfiesn nG 0
a1n;n G 0, a s g P ,n n  /g
where g 2 s 3a2 y 2 a .1 2
 .   2 . 2 .y1r2This is exactly saying that F X s 1 y 2 a X q 3a y 2 a X ,1 1 2
 .  . n since the Legendre polynomials P Z satisfy  P Z X s 1 yn nG 0 n
2 .y1r2  w x.2ZX q X see, for example, 17, p. 45 .
The nth Legendre polynomial has the following explicit expression see,
w x.for example, 17, p. 44
? @nr21 ¨ 2n y 2¨n ny2¨P X s y1 X . .  .n n  /  /¨ n y 2¨2 ¨s0
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 . n  .Hence, if the sequence a satisfies a s 1 and a s g P a rg ,n nG 0 0 n n 1
with g 2 s 3a2 y 2 a , then1 2
? @ ny2¨nr21 a1¨ 2n y 2¨nn;n G 0, a s g y1 .n n  /  /  /¨ n y 2¨2 g¨s0
? @nr21 ¨ 2n y 2¨n 2¨ ny2¨s y1 g a . 1n  /  /¨ n y 2¨2 ¨s0
? @nr21 ¨¨ 2n y 2¨n 2 ny2¨s y1 3a y 2 a a . .  . 1 2 1n  /  /¨ n y 2¨2 ¨s0
If 3a2 y 2 a s 0, we note that this formula gives, with the usual1 2
0 n 2n .  .convention 0 s 1, the equality a s a r2 . This proves the equiva-n 1 n
 .  .lence between v and iv .
 .  .To prove that v implies i , we compute in closed form the series
` n  . a X when a has the above form: this easily gives the alge-ns0 n n nG 0
 .braicity. Furthermore such a sequence a has the p-Lucas property:n nG 0
v w xIn the case g s 0, we use the remark in 19, p. 236 with m s 1; the
n q k .  .sequence b n, k s has the ``double Lucas property.'' Hence, thek
2n .  .sequence b n, n s has the p-Lucas property for all primes p. Thisn
2n n . . .clearly implies that the sequence a r2 has the p-Lucas prop-1 nG 0n
erty for all odd primes p that do not divide a .1
v In the case g / 0, this comes from the p-Lucas property, for all odd
 w x w xprimes p, for the Legendre polynomials see 22 , see also 2 ; note that in
w x .19 the Legendre polynomials are shifted :
w x;p odd prime, ;n G 0, ; j g 0, p y 1 ,
p
P X ' P X P X mod p. .  .  .pnqj n j
4. COROLLARIES
COROLLARY 1. Let m G 1, and let r , r , . . . , r be integers G 1. Then1 2 m
the series
r` r r m1 2 m q 1 n .2n 3n n??? X  /  /  /n n nns0
 .is transcendental o¨er Q X if m s 1 and r G 2, or if m G 2.1
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w xProof. The remark in 19, p. 236 proves that the sequence
r r r1 2 mn q k n q 2k n q mkb n , k s ??? , .  /  /  /k k k
where m, r , . . . , r are as above, has the double Lucas property. Hence1 m
 .b n, n has the p-Lucas property for all primes p. It then suffices to check
  ..that the sequence b n, n is not of the form given in Theorem 1.nG 0
w x  w x.Remarks 2. ] This corollary contains the results of 24 see also 8 :
2n t nv  .  .The series  X is transcendental over Q X , for t G 2.n n
kn t nv  .The series  X is transcendental for t G 1, k G 3. Wen n , n , . . . , n
namely have
kt t
kn ins . /  /n , n , . . . , n nis2
2n 2 n .] Note that the series  X is the usual example proving that then n
Hadamard product of two algebraic series with rational coefficients is not
necessarily algebraic. What precedes proves that this gives, for all A ) 0,
the existence of a prime number p, and of a formal power series over F ,p
 .that is both algebraic of degree ) A over F X and is the Hadamardp
product of two quadratic series. Note also that this series is frequently
 w x.encountered in combinatorial problems for but one example, see 11 .
 .COROLLARY 2. Let a be the Apery numbers. They are defined byÂn nG 0
22n n q jn
a s .n  /j  /j
js0
n  .Then the formal power series  a X is transcendental o¨er Q X .n n
w xProof. It has been proved by Gessel 10 that Apery's numbers have theÂ
p-Lucas property for all primes p.
 .COROLLARY 3. Let J z be the Bessel function of index 0. Define the0
  ..sequence v n bynG 0
` n1 z
s v n . . 21r2J 2 z . n! .0 jG0
 . n  .Then the formal power series  v n X is transcendental o¨er Q X .n
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w x   ..Proof. It has been proved by Carlitz 3 that the sequence v n nG 0
has the p-Lucas property for all primes p.
We end this section with four remarks.
Remarks 3. ] In Theorems 1 and 2 above, some hypotheses are
 . nactually redundant. Namely, when we suppose that F X s a X isn
both algebraic and has the p-Lucas property for ``many'' primes p, this
implies in particular, from our definition of the p-Lucas property, that the
denominators of the a 's are not divisible by these primes. But this is alson
 w xa consequence of Eisenstein's theorem announced by Eisenstein in 7 ,
w x.and proved by Heine in 14 : if a formal power series with rational coeffi-
 .cients is algebraic o¨er Q X , then the set of prime numbers that di¨ ide the
denominator of at least one coefficient a is finite.n
] The above results can be generalized to N-dimensional sequences.
 .] Theorem 1 still holds if the field Q is replaced by Q Z , and if
p-Lucas sequences are replaced by p-Carlitz sequences of polynomials: a
  ..sequence of polynomials P Z is called a p-Carlitz sequence ofn nG 0
w x  .polynomials if, for all n G 0, and for all j g 0, p y 1 , we have P Zpnqj
 p.  .  w x w x' P Z P Z mod p see 3 ; see also 2 , where the reader can findn j
.algebraicity results modulo p for these sequences of polynomials .
] The last remark we make here was suggested by one of the referees.
The series mentioned above, namely,
r` r r mt 1 2 m q 1 n .2n 2n 3nn nX , ??? X , and a X ,  n n /  /  /  /n n n nnG0 ns0 nG0
 .where a are the Apery numbers, are not only algebraic modulo pÂn nG 0
for all primes p, but also algebraic modulo pk, for all primes p, and all
 .k G 1. More precisely, for each of these series, say F X , for each prime
 . ww xxnumber p, and each integer k G 1, there exists a series G X in Q X ,
 .  .  . kalgebraic over Q X , such that F X ' G X mod p . This is an easy
w xconsequence of a result of Denef and Lipschitz 6, Theorem 5.2 . For
2n 2 n .example, the formal power series  X is the diagonal of thenG 0 n
2n 2 n m n . .  . series  X Y which is algebraic over Q X, Y it is equal tom , nG 0 n n
 .y1r2 . w x1 y 4 X y 4Y q 16 XY , and 6, Theorem 5.2 readily applies.
5. D-FINITENESS AND p-LUCAS PROPERTY
Many of the formal power series given above that have the p-Lucas
property for many primes p, are D-finite, i.e., they satisfy a linear differen-
 .  w x.tial equation with coefficients in Q X see 21 . On the other hand M.
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 . nBousquet-Melou suggested to us that the series  v n X is notÂ nG 0
  ..D-finite, where v n has been defined in Corollary 3 above. Namely,nG 0
 . n   ..if  v n X were D-finite, the sequence of its coefficients v nnG . nG 0
w xwould be P-recursive 21 , hence, so would be the sequence
  .  .2 .v n r n! . In other words the power seriesnG 0
` nz 1
v n s . 2 1r2J 2 z .n! . 0nG0
 .would be D-finite. This is not the case, since J z , the Bessel function of0
 w x.index 0, has infinitely many real zeros see, for example, 23, p. 478 ,
 1r2 .hence 1rJ 2 z has infinitely many poles.0
It thus would be interesting to give a characterization of the formal
power series that are both D-finite and have the p-Lucas property for
``many'' primes p.
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